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More info: gohandh.com or email info@gohandh.com

Tension Pneumothorax Needle

The H&H Tension Pneumothorax Needle is a 14-gauge-by-3.25-inch needle and catheter for use 

in the managing tension pneumothorax events. Made in the U.S., it comes with a hard case to 

protection against damage and harsh environmental conditions.

Chest Dressings

H&H Associates’ line of chest dressings are the choice of U.S. and international militaries for tactical 

products to treat chest wounds. The Bolin Chest Seal valved dressing and Wound Seal Kit occlusive 

dressing use H&H’s aggressive hydrogel and patented designs to provide immediate care and 

pneumothorax relief. Sterile and ruggedly packaged, both are available individually or in kits such as 

the Chest Wound Kit, which includes the Tension Pneumothorax Needle. 

Chest Tube Insertion Kit

The H&H Emergency Chest Tube Insertion Kit contains the tools needed in emergency 

situations to perform a chest intubation: gauze, forcepts, scalpel, an Argyle Chest Tube and 

Heimlich Drain Valve, sutures, and petrolatum gauze. Vacuum-sealed, sterile, and waterproof, 

the package can be stored in any major trauma response or lifesaver kit.

Trauma Compression Bandages

H&H’s combat-proven sterile compression bandages give first responders products for any 

hemorrhaging emergency. The bandages fit both small personal kits and large field packs. Sizes include 

4” pads on the Thin Cinch and Thin H bandages, 8” pads on the popular H-Bandage and Cinch Tight, 

and 12” pads on the Big Cinch abdominal dressing. These bandages help first responders treat major 

trauma injuries quickly.

Emergency Cricothyrotomy Kit

The H&H Emergency Cricothyrotomy Kit contains the tools needed in emergency situations to 

perform a cricothyrotomy, including one #10 scalpel, one 6 mm endotracheal tube, one 10cc 

syringe, one curved Crile hemostat, and one News Tracheal Hook. It is one of many custom kits 

designed by H&H with the first responder in mind.

H&H Medical Corporation

The equipment that warfighters require changes constantly. However, the needs for combat have remained quite similar 

for ages: Warriors have long needed medical supplies, protection from enemy weapons and the elements, packs to haul 

their gear, a way to see the enemy first, knowledge of the terrain and ways to communicate, and energy for the body and 

kit. We hope the Warfighters Gear Guide provides insights into valuable equipment in all of these essential categories.
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KDH Defense 

Systems IMTV

The Marine Corps’ new vest, the 

Improved Modular Tactical Vest 

(IMTV), provides significant side, 

groin, lower back, and neck/throat 

protection in addition to comms 

routing channels and numerous 

MOLLE attachment points. KDH says 

that the system has “more efficient 

weight distribution, [and] the IMTV 

provides increased protection to the 

lateral torso, with less exposed area on the side 

and under the arms.” Built to allow the wearer to 

add or subtract weight depending on the mission, the IMTV 

has a rifle bolster, an improved closure strap system, two-

point quick release system, and reduced bulk collar.

More info: kdhdefensesystems.com

ArmorWorks 

Protective 

Undergarment

ArmorWorks’ Protective 

Undergarment (PUGZ) 

is designed to protect 

soldiers from IED blasts 

without restricting 

their freedom of 

movement. According to 

ArmorWorks, the garment 

protects the pelvic region and inner thigh against “small 

particle debris and fragmentation threats,” helping to secure 

the femoral arteries. The PUGZ also features breathable 

materials that resist moisture buildup and reduce chafing. 

More info: armorworks.com 

ESS Land 

Ops Ballistic 

Googles

The ESS Land Ops 

sport excellent fog 

resistance, particle 

filtration, and comfort. 

With their spacious 

frame, the goggles have been authorized by the U.S. Army 

for use over prescription eyewear. The Land Ops, according 

to ESS, “[feature] a full-perimeter ventilation and filtration 

system that ventilates humid air while filtering out airborne 

particles, air blasts, and splashes.” The company test 

showed that the Land Ops’ extra-thick polycarbonate lens 

resists impacts—a 12-gauge shotgun firing #6-shot from 10 

meters dimpled but did not penetrate the lenses.

More info: esseyepro.com

HighCom Security 

Striker ACH-3A

Designed with the most up-to-date 

military specs, the Striker ACH-3A 

features a multi-layered advanced 

composite shell well suited to protect 

against handgun ammunition (tested 

against .44 Magnum and 9mm rounds). The helmet’s reduced 

profile, HighCom notes, improves situational awareness while 

accommodating a range of goggles and comms devices. The 

Striker weighs between 2.8 and 3.3 pounds.

More info: highcomsecurity.com

E CeraSport and CeraSport EX1 provide fast and 
sustained hydration, for sweat loss replacement and 
enhanced performance

E CeraLyte ORS prevents and corrects dehydration
E Gluten free and no added sugars – 

FAST yet SUSTAINED ACTION
E All Cera Products are 
 manufactured in the USA
E Cera holds NSN, NAPA and 

CEC DOD contracts: Cage Code 020B7

Cera Products, Inc.
www.ceraproductsinc.com     843.842.2600

Infidel Body Armor Plates

Infidel offers 10”x12” plates (individually 

or in a front-and-back set) and a set of 

two six-inch side plates, both of which 

are likely to fit most vests. The company 

says its plates are capable of stopping all 

manner of ammunition—they even claim 

that semi-armor piercing ammo “barely dented it” in tests. 

The plates are formed from 1/4” AR500 hardened steel and 

laser with a 20-degree bend that conforms to the human 

torso. After the preparing the metal, Infidel adds a special 

1/4” polymer  coating that serves to trap bullet fragments.

More info: infidelbodyarmor.com
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Mustang 

Survival Sentinel 

Series Tactical 

Operations Dry Suit 

(MSD674vTO)

The MSD674vTO is a waterproof, 

breathable constant-wear dry 

suit ideal for users engaged in 

potentially hostile military and law 

enforcement maritime operations. 

It was specifically designed with 

feedback from Naval Special 

Warfare, select U.S. federal 

tactical units, and state and local 

police SWAT teams. The result 

is a durable, lighter, better-fitting 

dry suit with features found on 

industry-leading combat and 

tactical uniforms.

Mustang Survival Tactical Inflatable 

Side Pouch PFD (MD1250)

The low-profile MD1250 personal flotation device (PFD) 

provides flotation capability with minimum bulk or interference 

using separate independently operated left and right-side 

pouches. Each unit provides 35 pounds of buoyancy for a 

combined 70 pounds of buoyancy and can be worn on a 

standard or padded LE belt or be attached directly to PALS 

webbing on MOLLE vests.

Tactical Tailor 

Phantom Trekker SBR 

With the increase of operations where 

a low profile is a must, the Phantom 

Trekker SBR bag has been designed 

to look like a traditional large-size 

hiking backpack and allows you to 

carry your rifle in a near ready state 

without announcing it to the world. 

Designed to carry a 10.5” AR-

style rifle, it can accommodate 

a variety of different weapon 

platforms, from collapsible stock 

AKs to SCARs—even a 16” AR  

can be securely carried broken down.

More info: tacticaltailor.com or call 253-984-7854

Crye Precision G3 All-Weather 

Combat Shirt and Pants

These made-to-order garments are based on the needs 

of the warfighter. The shirt features an advanced wicking-, 

midweight-, flame-resistant knit torso along with stretch 

laminate sleeves that, according to Crye, provide “a 

warmer base than our standard” shirt, all the while 

allowing for significant ventilation on demand. It also has 

places to insert elbow pads and a “stretch woven upper 

back coverage for added weather protection.” 

The Combat Pants are also treated with NanoSTX for 

extreme weather resistance. Each cargo pocket conceals a 

water bottle/magazine stabilizer. There is also a dedicated 

knife/light holder that does not inhibit pocket access.  

More info: cryeprecision.com

More info: mustangsurvival.com/military/sea

or call 360-676-1782

More info: mustangsurvival.com/military/flotation

Warfighters Gear Guide
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MARK 6 3-18X44MM

FIGHT TO WIN 
SMALLER, LIGHTER, FASTER... MORE POWER

TACTICALOPTICS@LEUPOLD.COM | WWW.LEUPOLD.COM | PORTLAND, OREGON, U.S.A.

MARK 6 3-18X44MM

Leupold’s Mark 6 

line has captured the attention 

of the U.S. military and competitive 

shooters everywhere. The Mark 6 

3-18x44mm is less than 12 inches long, has a 

powerful 6x zoom range that provides an expansive 

field of view and rapid target acquisition at lower 

magnifications, and features outstanding long-range 

target engagement at higher powers. Reticle options 

include the new CMR-W 7.62, which enables both 

speed and long-range precision for shooters using 

7.62 carbines and other battle/patrol rifles. “Our new 

Mark 6 3-18x44mm riflescope sets a new benchmark 

for size and performance. It’s all about smaller, 

lighter, faster with this scope,” said Kevin Trepa, 

vice president, tactical division, Leupold & Stevens, 

Inc. Supporting the troops and law enforcement 

everywhere, Leupold offers a discount program to 

individual active military and law enforcement.

More info: leupold.com/fed-mil-program 

or email tacticaloptics@leupold.com

Nivisys TAWS Series

The TAWS Series of dedicated thermal weapon sights 

from Nivisys provides an extremely rugged, compact, 

and lightweight thermal imaging package for detection 

and targeting during night and adverse weather 

conditions. The sights are easy to operate with simple and intuitive 

controls and range from medium range- to extended-range weapon 

sights. When configured with a 320 x 240 (17µm) VOx thermal detector, a 

system can provide detect human targets at greater than 2500m. 

More info: nivisys.com  

Armasight Zeus Sights

Armasight has introduced its most technologically advanced family of Zeus 

Thermal Imaging Weapon Sights to the law enforcement and military markets. 

An uncooled long-wave infrared weapon sight intended for 24/7 day and night 

engagements without the need to remove the scope from the rifle and with 

many features and unique user selection modes, the Zeus also allows 

operators to detect targets by cutting through snow, dust, smoke, 

fog, haze, and other atmospheric obscurants.  

More info: armasight.com
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Suunto Ambit2 

The new Ambit includes the original’s popular 

functions—such as route navigation, 

barometric information, an altimeter with 

FusedAlti, and a 3D compass—and also adds 

sport-specific features for backpackers as well 

as those in rigorous training. 

More info: suunto.com

Surefire 2211 WristLight 

Featuring a high-performance LED and a special optic that 

discharges a 200-lumen beam with push of a button, the 

ambidextrous SureFire 2111 Wristlight provides enough 

light to overpower the enemy’s vision and evaluate threats 

in close quarters. The lightweight aerospace-aluminum 

device straps to the wrist via an adjustable nylon band and 

is powered by a rechargeable lithium-ion 

battery. Designed with feedback from 

active-duty cops, the Wristlight can 

also serve as a handgun light.

More info: surefire.com

Silynx next-generation headset 

systems allow the soldier to complete 

an entire mission from pre-briefing to 

post-mission debrief with one system 

by providing full-spectrum active 

noise reduction (ANR), multi-platform intercom interoperability, 

enhanced hear-thru capability, and sound localization for 

complete situational awareness. The Micro C4OPS (pictured) 

is a 20m immersible, in ear modular, smart, tactical hearing 

protection/hearing enhancement headset system; the system is 

combat proven and widely used by the US Special Forces and 

tier one NATO Special Forces. We strive to make all of our 

equipment smart, tough, versatile, and easy.

More info: silynxcom.com or call 1-866-572-6950

Panasonic Toughbook H2 

handheld tablet PC 

Panasonic’s rugged Toughbook 

H2 handheld tablet PC 

is purpose-built for field 

applications, featuring a sealed all-

weather design, a third-generation 

Intel Core i5 vPro processor, a 10.1” 

sunlight-viewable LED screen, and IP65- and MIL-STD-

810G-certified durability. It also features hot-swappable 

twin batteries; USB-, serial-, and Ethernet ports; and 

optional integrated barcode and SmartCard readers. The 

Toughbook H2 handheld tablet PC is the ideal choice for 

today’s modern warfighters. 

More info: panasonic.com/business/toughbook

Lumus designs and manufactures revolutionary see-

through wearable displays. Through its ultra-thin patented 

LOE lens, Lumus provides large, high-resolution, full-color 

images over the wearer’s field of view, even in daylight. 

Already field-proven for air combat and recently selected 

for the Air Soldier helicopter program, Lumus’ transparent 

display can now provide the following to ground soldiers:

True Augmented Reality: Unobtrusive overlay of info 

over the wearer’s real world view for navigation, weapons 

targeting, ground target coordination, friendly force 

tracking, intuitive sniper detection

Small form factor, low power 

consumption: 

Systems as light as 11 grams and 

running on 200mW

Wearable computing: High resolution 

to enable detailed view of mission 

critical info

More info: lumus-optical.com
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Alta Devices

Alta Devices enables 

high-output mobile 

power with flexible 

military charging 

mats. The 10W mat 

by Alta can produce 

up to 60 Wh per 

day in strong solar 

climates. Its flexible 

cells are robust and rugged, capable of surviving both 

harsh environments (temperature tested from -75 to +90C) 

and tough handling. The mat, which is compliant to MIL-

810-G specifications for temperature, humidity, shock, and 

other environmental stresses, features world-record cell and 

module efficiencies as well as low temperature coefficients 

and high sensitivity to low light to generate unsurpassed 

real-world performance. 

More info: altadevices.com

Ultralife

Ultralife’s rechargeable Conformal 

Battery fits right onto the soldier. 

Designed for MIL-STD-810 and 

EMI Compliance per MIL-STD-

461E, the wearable battery—

housed in a Noryl thermoplastic 

case—is easily concealed and 

about 5/8” thick. This lightweight, 

rugged power source also features an 

integrated state-of-charge indicator and internal protection 

circuitry, weighs 2.1 pounds, and offers a voltage range of 

12.0–16.8V.

More info: ultralifecorporation.com

Cera Products

Cera Products produces the most 

advanced rehydration drinks available. 

CeraSport, a high-performance 

hydration drink series, and CeraLyte,  

a medical rehydration product that 

prevents serious dehydration and the need for an I.V., 

have been scientifically developed and used by U.S. troops 

both in the field and in field hospitals. All products have 

NSNs, Class VIII & I certifications. GSA/FSS pricing available; 

government credit cards accepted.  

More info: ceraproductsinc.com

BCB’s Chilly

In hot, dry conditions, water in 

hydration packs used by soldiers can 

reach extreme temperatures. Warm 

water is unpalatable, which discourages 

essential regular water intake, and 

the resulting dehydration can lead 

to heat-stress-related injuries. BCB’s 

Chilly personal water cooler solves this 

problem by cleverly using the power 

of evaporation. Water passes through a 

series of cooling fins that use microscopic holes that allow 

three percent of the water to seep onto the wicking cloth that 

creates a cooling effect.  It’s an effective, easy-to-use water 

cooling system that provides a supply of cool water without 

the use of batteries. The Chilly can reduce the temperature 

of a soldier’s drinking water by up to 25 degrees Celsius (45 

degrees Fahrenheit).

More info: goodkit.co.uk/product/CHILLY-Water-Cooler
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Protonex SPM-612

The Squad Power Manager (SPM) dramatically reduces 

the number and variety of batteries needed by today’s 

dismounted warfighter, while actively monitoring and 

managing power usage to assure mission success. 

By combining advances in ultra-high efficiency power 

conversion, equipment power management, and energy-

harvesting technology, the SPM offers a lightweight, 

compact, and rugged intelligent power management 

solution designed to withstand harsh operating conditions. 

The SPM can manage and prioritize battery usage, power 

man-packable gear, recharge batteries, optimize solar/

alternative power sources, monitor power sources 

and loads, and provide graphical display to 

show power trends.

More info: 

protonex.com/defense
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